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ABSTRACT

To study the impact of the trailing-edge wear on the vibrational behavior of wind-turbine blades, unworn blades
and trailing-edge worn blades have been assessed through relevant modal tests. According to these experiments,
the natural frequencies of trailing-edge worn blades −1, −2, and −3 increase the most in the second to fourth
order, the fifth order increases in the middle, and the first order increases the least. The damping ratio data indi-
cate that, in general, the first five-order damping ratios of trailing-edge worn blades −1 and trailing-edge worn
blades −2 are reduced, and the first five-order damping ratios of trailing-edge worn blades −3 are slightly
improved. The mode shape diagram shows that the trailing-edge worn blades −1 and −2 have a large swing in
the tip and the blade, whereas the second- and third-order vibration shapes of the trailing edge-worn blade
−3 tend to be improved. Overall, all these results reveal that the blade’s mass and the wear area are the main fac-
tors affecting the vibration characteristics of wind turbine blades.
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1 Introduction

Wind power is a renewable, clean, and nonpolluting energy source that is primarily collected by wind
turbines [1,2]. The blades of a wind turbine are a major component, and ensuring their structural strength is
important for normal operation [3]. Wind turbine blades are easily worn by sand particles in deserts and dusty
regions while offshore wind turbines are worn by the spray from seawater. Blade wear reduces the energy
conversion efficiency of the wind turbine. When air and solid particles rub against the worn area, this
causes the blade to vibrate, which can affect the overall operation of the wind turbine in serious cases [4].
Meanwhile, the adhesive strength of the glue-coat on the outer layer of the wind turbine blade is worn
down to almost nothing after 5 years of operation. The curvature of the original blade surface and the
uneven adhesive force easily lead to surface wear along the edges of the blade tip. The blade section is
thinnest at the trailing edge, which also has a small cavity area, so it is easily worn by wind and sand
particles. Such wear can induce cracks that propagate along the chord until the beam and then tear the
blade apart. Therefore, the influence of trailing-edge wear on the vibration characteristics of wind turbine
blades has gained much interest as a research topic.
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Ulriksen et al. [5] conducted vibration mode analysis on wind turbine blades with structural damage and
found that the vibration mode of damaged blades largely depended on the number of measurement points.
However, no further research was performed on the mode shape and rotor dynamic frequency of damaged
blades. Tejesh et al. [6] identified damaged blades by circular cracks in the leading edge, which indicated that
the centrifugal force generated by blade rotation was the main reason for the increased bending stiffness of
the structure. However, they did not analyze the natural frequency, mode shape, and vibration acceleration
amplitude of damaged blades under fatigue loading. Ernst et al. [7] studied the influence of damage location
on blade modal analysis and proposed a method for identifying different damage locations at a high
resolution. However, they did not analyze the dynamic frequency and damping ratio data of damaged
blades. Jianwei et al. [8] designed a V-shaped blade tip structure and studied the modal and vibration
characteristics. However, they did not consider the modal parameters and vibration characteristics of the
V-shaped blade tip structure when worn by particles from the environment. Narayanan et al. [9] used
finite element analysis to study the vibration characteristics of wind turbine blades by increasing the
number of shape memory alloy lines on the blade. They did not consider the wear condition of the blade
surface. Pechlivanoglou et al. [10] studied the influence of distributed roughness on wind turbines, which
they used in numerical solutions to predict the aerodynamic performance. However, they did not consider
the wear effects of wind and sand on the blade mode shapes and natural frequencies. Lixin et al. [11]
studied the effect of wind speed on the erosion and wear of wind turbine blades in a sandstorm
environment. However, they only used numerical calculations to simulate the wear of the blade tip at
different wind speeds, and they did not study the aerodynamic characteristics, blade mode shape, and
natural frequency of the wind turbine blade. Kumar et al. [12] used numerical simulations to analyze the
vibration fatigue of blades of small horizontal-axis wind turbines. However, they only used numerical
calculations for the fatigue analysis and did not conduct relevant tests for verification. Appadurai et al.
[13] used numerical simulations for the vibration analysis of a small-scale wind turbine based on
composite materials. They analyzed the displacement and stress data of blades to compare the
applicability of different materials, but they did not consider modal parameters such as the dynamic
frequency and mode shape of the blades. Papi et al. [14] studied the effects of rain-induced erosion on
wind turbines. However, they focused only on the production efficiency and neglected the vibration
performance. Mishnaevsky et al. [15] studied the effect of leading-edge erosion on the aerodynamic
performance of wind turbine blades. However, they did not analyze the vibration shape and natural
frequency of the worn blades.

Thus, the relevant literature on the vibration characteristics of wind turbine blades is relatively in-depth,
and most studies have focused on modifying the blade tip structure or blade materials. Vibration and wear
analyses have mostly been carried out by numerical simulations without being verified by experimental tests.
The vibration characteristics of wind turbine blades worn at the trailing edge by different degrees have
received less attention. In this study, the effects of different degrees of wear on the trailing edge of a
wind turbine blade on the blade vibration characteristics were investigated. Then, the BK Connect modal
analysis software was used to evaluate the natural frequency, damping ratio, and mode shape of the worn
blades.

2 Design of Modal Test Scheme

2.1 Measurement Equipment
Fig. 1 shows the equipment used for measurement, which included a force hammer (8206-002 rubber

head-type power hammer), data acquisition system (LAN-XI series module chassis equipped with a POE
Ethernet power supply and data sampling rate of 131 kHz), collection terminal (3053-B-120),
accelerometer (type 4507-B-004), and blade chuck.
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2.2 Procedure
The transient excitation method was used for the modal test [16]. The tester used the rubber-headed force

hammer to excite a blade clamped on the chuck. Eight acceleration sensors attached to the blade surface
measured the vibration. This was then converted into an electrical signal and sent to the data acquisition
system, which saved the data in a computer. Finally, the mode shape analysis function in the software BK
Connect was used to process the signal and extract modal features such as the natural frequency and
damping ratio.

2.3 Measurement Points and Measured Objects
In the modal test, the excitation and response of the blade were measured at multiple points. Fig. 2 shows

the points of interest on the blade surface. Points 1–8 correspond to the measurement points where the
acceleration sensors were attached. Points 9–12 correspond to the points excited by the hammer. During
the test, each excitation point was hit five times. In BK Connect, the oscillation frequency was set to
0–400 Hz, and the measurement data were then processed to obtain the damping ratio, natural frequency,
and mode shape at each order.

Unworn blades and blades with different degrees of wear on the trailing edge were measured to explore
the influence of trailing-edge wear on the static vibration characteristics. The blades were taken from a small
wind turbine with a rated power of 100 W and blade radius of 0.65 m. Three blades and an S-series airfoil
were used. Table 1 presents the blade parameters. The blade surface was covered with a layer of glass-fiber
material to improve the strength of the tested blades. Fig. 3 maps the physical features of unworn and worn
blades.

Different types of wear can occur (e.g., abrasive, erosive, adhesive, fatigue, and corrosive), and they
have different effects on an object’s surface [17]. In this study, abrasive wear was considered for the
trailing edge of the blade. Abrasive wear is mainly caused by the relative displacement of solid particles
making contact with the blade, which produces obvious grooves in the surface [18].

(a) Force hammer (b) Data acquisition front end

(c) Acceleration sensor (d) Blade chuck

Figure 1: Test equipment
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Three different degrees of wear at the trailing edge were obtained by grinding: (1) near the tip (r = 2 mm,
d = 4 mm), (2) passing through the middle of the tip (r = 4 mm, d = 8 mm), and (3) almost to the leading edge
(r = 5.5 mm, d = 11 mm). Here, r is the grinding radius, and d is the grinding height. Fig. 4 shows two-
dimensional models of worn blades 1–3.

Figure 2: Layout of measurement points for blade modal test

Table 1: Parameters of the measured blades

Parameter Numeric value

Tip chord length (m) 0.04

Relative thickness (%) 10.26

Maximum aspect ratio 4.4

(a) Unworn blade

(b) Blade worn at the trailing edge

Figure 3: Measured blade
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3 Analysis of Modal Test Data

3.1 Natural Frequencies
Fig. 5 shows the first five orders of natural frequencies of the unworn and worn blades. Overall, the

natural frequencies increased with the degree of wear. Compared with the unworn blade, the natural
frequencies of the worn blades increased the most at the second to fourth orders, followed by the fifth
order and then the first order. Such variations in the natural frequencies will affect the resonance
characteristics. A blade resonates when the frequency of the external excitation is equal to its natural
frequency. Resonance generally occurs at low frequencies [19]. Therefore, trailing-edge wear will cause
the blade to enter resonance earlier than if it was unworn, which will affect the operation of the wind turbine.

Increasing wear of the trailing edge increased the first-order natural frequency of the blade substantially,
which can be attributed to the overall decrease in quality of the blade [20]. The blade is a continuous elastic

(a) Worn blade 1

(b) Worn blade 2

(c) Worn blade 3

Figure 4: Blades worn at the trailing edge
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body, so the natural frequency should be inversely proportional to the mass, which is consistent with the
experimental results. When compared with the unworn blade, the natural frequencies of worn blades 1, 2,
and 3 increased on average by 96.05%, 120.20%, and 55.56%, respectively. Thus, worn blade 2 showed
the most significant change in its natural frequency.

3.2 Damping Ratio
Table 2 lists the first five orders of damping ratios of the blades. For both the unworn and worn blades,

the damping ratio generally decreased with increasing order. The damping ratio indicates how the blade
attenuates vibration after excitation. A larger damping ratio means a better anti-vibration performance
[21]. When compared with the unworn blade, the first five orders of damping ratios of worn blades 1 and
2 decreased on average by 25.12% and 25.91%, respectively [22]. These results indicate that wear of the
trailing edge negatively affected the overall vibration characteristics of the wind turbine blade, which
would decrease the overall stability of the wind turbine. However, the first five orders of damping ratios
for worn blade 3 showed an average increase of 7.29% compared with the unworn blade. This increase in
the damping ratio may be attributed to the larger grinding area of worn blade 3, which led to uneven
local granular protrusions on the blade surface that increased the roughness of the blade surface. This
slightly reduced the vibration response of the wind turbine blade to some extent but did not have a
significant impact.

Table 2: First five orders of damping ratios of blades

Damping ratio First-order Second-order Third-order Fourth-order Fifth-order

Unworn blade 4.779 5.352 3.700 2.083 3.902

Worn blade 1 4.587 3.505 2.855 2.758 2.133

Worn blade 2 4.654 3.816 3.202 2.097 1.969

Worn blade 3 5.040 3.216 6.856 3.977 2.172

Figure 5: First five orders of natural frequencies for each blade
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3.3 Mode Shape
Fig. 6 shows the first five vibration modes of the unworn blade. The first-order mode shape has a small

swing at the tip, a larger swing in the leaf, and no obvious vibration at the root. The second-order mode shape
has a small swing at the tip and a large swing in the leaf, and the root does not vibrate considerably. The third-
order mode shape has a small swing at the tip, large swing at the leaf, and small swing at the root. The fourth-
and fifth-order mode shapes are similar. The five vibration modes are relatively regular.

Fig. 7 shows the first five vibration modes of worn blade 1. The first-order mode shape has a small swing
at the tip, large swing at the leaf, and small swing at the root. The second-order mode shape has a large swing
at the tip, small swing at the leaf, and large swing at the root. The third-order mode shape has a large swing at
the tip and small swing at the leaf and root. The fourth-order mode shape has a large swing at the tip, small
swing at the leaf, and no obvious vibration at the root. The fifth-order mode is similar to the fourth-order
mode shape. Compared with the unworn blade, worn blade 1 has small waves in the first- and second-
order mode shapes, a better third-order mode shape at the leaf and root, and large swings at the tip in the

Figure 6: First five vibration modes of the unworn blade
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fourth- and fifth-order mode shapes. The large swing at the tip indicates a significant reduction in the overall
vibration performance of worn blade 1.

Fig. 8 shows the first five vibration modes of worn blade 2. The first-order mode shape has a large swing
at the tip and slight waves at the middle and root. The second-order mode shape has a large swing at the tip
and small swings at the leaf and root. The third- and fifth-order mode shapes are similar to the second-order
mode shape. Compared with the unworn blade, worn blade 2 showed no obvious differences in the first-order
mode shape, whereas the second-, fourth-, and fifth-order mode shapes showed a small increase in amplitude
at the blade tip and the third-mode shape showed some improvement in the leaf.

Fig. 9 shows the first five vibration modes of worn blade 3. The first-order mode shape has a small swing
at the tip, large swing at the leaf, and small swing at the root. The second-order mode shape is similar to the
first-order mode shape. The third-order mode shape has a small swing at the tip, large swing at the leaf, and
small swing at the root. The fourth-order mode shape has large swings at the tip and leaf and a small swing at
the root. The fifth-order mode shape is similar to the third-order mode shape. Compared with the unworn

Figure 7: First five vibration modes of worn blade 1
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blade, worn blade 3 had a small wave in the first-order mode shape while the second- and third-order mode
shapes showed some improvement at the tip and leaf. No significant differences were observed for the fourth-
and fifth-order mode shapes.

The analysis of the damping ratio and mode shape indicates that worn blade 3 showed some
improvement in the second- and third-order vibration modes, which can mainly be attributed to the larger
wear area. However, the overall blade quality was reduced. The improvement in the second- and third-
order vibration modes can be attributed to locally uneven granular protrusions in the worn area from
grinding, which increased the surface roughness and helped dissipate the vibration energy from the
hammer in the form of heat energy.

Figure 8: First five vibration modes of worn blade 2
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4 Conclusions

The natural frequencies, damping ratios, and mode shape diagrams of unworn and worn blades were
analyzed to determine the effect of trailing-edge wear on the vibration characteristics. The following
conclusions were obtained:

(1) Abrasive trailing-edge wear increases the natural frequency of a blade at a given order, and the
increase in frequency is related to the degree of wear.

(2) When compared with the unworn blade, worn blades 1 and 2 showed decreases in the damping ratio.
However, worn blade 3 showed an increase in the damping ratio, which improved the vibration performance
to some extent.

(3) The vibration mode shapes of worn blades 1 and 2 showed large swings at the tip and leaf, and worn
blade 3 showed improvement in the second- and third-order vibration mode shapes.

Figure 9: First five vibration modes of worn blade 3
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Overall, trailing-edge wear increased the vibration of the blade from external excitation, which affected
the normal operation of the wind turbine. However, the vibration characteristics were also affected by the
mass of the blade and wear area of the trailing edge. The results of this study can serve as a reference for
future research on design modification and vibration reduction of wind turbine blades.
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